Republic Day Celebration at Royal Global School
Guwahati, 26th January 2020: The 71st Republic Day of this glorious nation was
celerated on 26 January at Royal Global School on a high note of fervor and glory. The
auspicious occasion commenced with the arrival of dignitaries, parents and other
guests. Head of School,Mrs Anubha Goyal,felicitated the Chief Guest Retd.Wing
Commander Jagdish Bhattacharya with a token of appreciation for having graced the
occasion with his benign presence. The dignitaries came forward to hoist the symbol of
our pride and identity-the National Flag. The entire gathering then paid homage to
their motherland as the National Anthem reverberated across the premise. The March
Past Parade then commenced wherein the School Commander Gazala Fida Sabbir led
the school contingent followed by the Flag Bearer Arnav Saraf and Placard Holder
Varun Borgiary. The talented RGS Brass Band marched in next led by Bishaka Jain. In
her address, Head of School Mrs Anubha Goyal heartily welcomed the gathering and
stated that need of the hour is to accept and respect each other's differences. It is only
then that this nation can be led forward to brighter horizons and newer zeniths of glory.
What followed next was a reverential patriotic song evoking the spirit of nationalism in
the hearts of listeners. The talented orators of the school then made the gathering relive
some iconic speeches of National leaders who have helped shape the nation become an
embodiment of sovereignity. This was followed by a graceful dance performance
showcasing the rich legacy of diversity prevailing in our cultural heritage that ushers in
a feeling of oneness. In his address, the Chief Guest Retd. Wing Commander Mr
Jagadish Bhattacharya recounted his days in the military and applauded the hardwork
and dedication put in by the school for organising such an immaculately orchestrated
program of homage and reverence. He also reminded the duty of every citizen
especially the youth towards restoring refurbishing the declining health of the
environment. He further hoped that there would be a voluminous number of students
from the institution joining the defence forces of the country to serve in the best
interests of the motherland.A noteworthy recitation of "Where the Mind is without
Fear" reawakened the vision of a free and empowered nation as seen by the great bard,
Rabindranath Tagore.
The program concluded on a gratituious and promising note as the guests partook a
sumptious spread.

